Here we show that this property is equivalent to the special case G 2 /G 3 = F 2 /F 3 , and also give other equivalent conditions.
1. Introduction. A (tame) link in the three-sphere S 3 is the union L = K x U ---UK μ of a finite number of oriented, pairwise disjoint, polygonal simple closed curves, its components. Two such links are ambient isotopic iff there is an orientation-preserving homeomoφhism of S 3 with itself which maps one onto the other in such a way that the indexing and orientations of the components correspond.
Among the invariants of the ambient isotopy type of a link L, one of the most important is the group G = π x (S 3 -L) of L. The lower central series {G q } of G is given by G x = G and, for q > 1, G q+1 = [G,G q ]. In this paper we will be concerned with the various Chen groups G"G q /G"G qJrλ , and also the quotients G q /G q+ι of the lower central series; these abelian groups are invariants of L under equivalence relations much coarser than ambient isotopy [9; 14] , and are of interest only when μ > 1.
In the simplest interesting case, μ = 2, K. Murasugi [11] has shown that if the linking number / = l(K v K 2 ) is nonzero, then the Chen groups of L are all determined (up to isomorphism) by /: G"G q /G"G q + λ = Zf~ι Vq > 2, where Z ι is the cyclic group of order |/|. In particular, these three statements are equivalent: / = ±1, G 2 /G 3 = 0, and G"G q /G"G q+ι = 0 Vq > 2. (Note that if G 2 /G 3 = 0 then G 2 = G 3 = G q Vq > 2, and hence Murasugi conjectured that analogously, a link L of μ > 2 components with all linking numbers l(K iy Kj) = ±1 would have G q /G q+ι = F q /F q+ι \fq > 2, where F is free on μ -1 generators. This conjecture has been partly verified by S. Kojima [6] , and T. Maeda [8] has shown that the hypothesis that all the linking numbers {(K^Kj) be ±1 can be significantly weakened.
In this paper we completely characterize those links such that G q /G q+1 = F q /F q+ι for all q > 2. To explain our characterization of such links, we need to introduce the following notation. Let the μX(5) matrix Λ, whose rows are indexed by {1,..., μ} and whose columns are indexed by {(p,q) 11 ^ P < <7 ^ μ}> have the entries l{K i9 K q ) 9 iΐi=p
Let JE^-i^Λ) be the (V 1 )th elementary ideal of Λ, that is, the ideal of Z generated by the determinants of the various (μ-l)X(μ-l) submatrices of Λ. (Another description of this ideal is given in §3.) Equivalently, we may use elementary row and column operations to transform Λ into a matrix ID 0\
lo or
where D is a (μ -1) X (μ -1) diagonal matrix, and then E^-i^A) is the ideal of Z generated by the product of the diagonal entries of D. THEOREM 3 , G the group of L, and F the free group on μ -1 generators. Then any two of these statements are equivalent:
Let L be a tame link of μ > 2 components in S
(a) G 2 /G 3 = F 2 /F 3 ;
That (a) implies (b) follows from the theorem of K. -T. Chen [3] that Λ is a presentation matrix of the abelian group
(See [12, Chapter 3] for a discussion of the basic properties of the elementary ideals (or "Fitting invariants") of a finitely generated module over a commutative ring with unity.) That (c) is equivalent to (d) has been proven by T. Maeda [8] . (Maeda has mentioned to us that he actually announced the equivalence of (a), (c), and (d) at a conference held at the University of Sussex in 1982, but that subsequently he found a gap in the argument he'd devised to deduce (c) from (a).) Clearly (d) implies (a), so the proof of the equivalence of (a), (b), (c), and (d) is completed by verifying the implication (b) => (c). We do this in §3, where we also present yet another condition equivalent to those of Theorem 1. We discuss (e) in §4. Let V(L) G Z[/, r 1 ] be the Hosokawa polynomial of L [5] . Using the relationship between v(£) (l) an d the linking numbers of the components of L with each other, we also prove
, then the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1 hold.
Some commutative algebra.
In this section we present some algebraic notions that will be useful in our proof of the implication (b) => (c). Much of the material involving /-adic filtrations, their associated graded modules, and /-adic completions appears in [17, Chapter VIII] and [1, Chapter III] (in a more general context), though our presentation differs somewhat in notation and terminology.
It will be convenient for us to use P to denote a ring that may be either the integers Z or a prime field (i.e., the rationals Q or a quotient Z p = Z/pZ 9 p a prime). For any such P 9 there is a unique homomorphism y p : Z -> P with γ^(l) = 1. Also, if A and B are abelian groups with subgroups C and 2), we use C ® D to denote the image of C <8> z D in A <8> Z B (that is, the subgroup of A Θ z B generated by the various elements c ® d with c e C and d e D).
If L is a link of μ components in £ 3 , and G is the group of L, then by Alexander duality the abelianization H = G/G 2 If 5 and C are Pί/-modules, and e: B -> C is a P/7-epimorphism, it defines a gr(P//)-epimorphism gr(e): gr(5) -> gr(C) in a natural way. The kernel of gτ(e) is the leading submodule of kere in B, which we denote in(kere); it is the gr(P//)-submodule of gr(i?) consisting of the initial forms of the elements of kere, that is,
We say an element of PH is homogeneous of degree s (with respect to ί x -1,..., t -1) iff it can be expressed as a sum of non-negative integers with Σ^ = s, for suitable a rι r e P. (Note that 0 is homogeneous of every degree.) If Z is a free PH-module with basis {z,.}, we say an element of Z is homogeneous of degree s (with respect to this basis) iff it can be expressed as a sum ΣΛ/Z,., where each h t is homogeneous of degree s, and we denote by H S (Z) the P-submodule of Z consisting of the homogeneous elements of degree s. Clearly then PROPOSITION 
for every s > 0.
Proof. Suppose 5 > 0, and let / be the right-hand side of the asserted equality. Obviously in s (f(Y)) D /, so it suffices to verify the opposite inclusion. 
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Every element of in s (f(Y)) is f(x) + (IH)
s+ι Z for some x e ΣU
D
We will call a map / that satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition (2.4) homogeneous', a Pif-module possesses a homogeneous presentation (or is homogeneously presentable) iff it is isomorphic to the cokernel of some homogeneous map.
The augmentation ideal IH is an example of a homogeneously presentable Ziϊ-module. Recall [7, p. 189 ] that there is an exact sequence
of Zi/-modules, where Z 4 is free on {z ιjkl 11 < / < j < k < I < μ}, Z 3 is free on {z ιjk \ 1 < / < j < k < μ}, Z 2 is free on { z tj \ 1 < / < j < μ}, Z x is free on {z 7 11 < / < μ}, and Just as PH may be identified with the ring P[t l9 ... 9 [9, §3] for the case P = Z; the general argumenUs similar).
Let IH bejhe ideal of PH generated by IH. Then every P#-module possesses an /if-adic filtration defined in the obvious way, and this filtration produces an associated graded module as before. If B is a finitely generated PH-module the natural mapping h: B -> B defines an isomorphism gr(/ι)^gr(l?) -> gr(2?) of graded modules over the graded We close this section with two properties of elementary ideals. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, X and Y free iϊ-modules of finite ranks m and «, respectively, with m < n. Let /: X -> 7 be an i?-homomorphism, M an m X n matrix that represents / with respect to some bases of X and Y, and E n _ m (M) the ideal of R generated by the determinants of the various m X m submatrices of M. by (gG') (cG") = gcg~ιG" for g e G and c e G'. This module has the property that
LEMMA (2.7). If E n _ m (M) is not annihilated by any nonzero element of
and hence G"G q /G"G q+ι s gr,_ 2 (* L ), for 4 > 2 [9] . Let 7 = 7 0 be the free Z//-module on the set { JC 15 ..., JC }, and let λ 0 : Y o -> Z 2 be the Z//-homomorphism whose matrix (with respect to the bases {JC,} and {z^}) is the matrix Λ defined in the introduction. For 1 < r < μ, let Y r be the submodule of Y o generated by those x t other than x r9 and λ r the restriction of λ 0 to Y r . For each r, let λ,.: Ϋ r -» Z 2 be the unique continuous extension of \ r It was proven in [16] Proof. Let L o be the unlink of μ components; its group is Φ. In the exact sequence (3.1), v Q = 0, so T is a Z/ί-epimorphism whose kernel is £j(Z 3 ). For every s > 0, then, gr 5 We conclude that if F is the free group on μ -1 generators, then for q > 2, F"F q /F"F q+1 is a free abelian group of rank (q -1) -( μ+^3 ). For r e {0,...,μ}, let (λ r ,f 3 ): 7 r ΘZ 3^ Z 2 be the obvious map, and let B A = coker(λ r , f 3 ). (Note that since Σλoί*,.) = 0, the image of (λ Γ , f 3 ) is independent of r; we will generally take r = μ in this situation, if only for definiteness' sake.) Our strategy in verifying the implication Proof. Let E be the ideal generated by these products.
Suppose M is a (μ -l)X(μ -1) submatrix of Λ with detM Φ 0. Note that each column of Λ either has no nonzero entries, or else has two nonzero entries which are negatives of each other. M must have some column with precisely one nonzero entry; that is, there must be i λ Φ j\ e (1,..., μ} such that M involves the (i v j x ) or (j v i λ ) column of Λ, and the j\th row, but not the z^th row. The submatrix of M obtained by deleting this row and column must also have nonzero determinant, so it too must have a column with precisely one nonzero entry; that is, there must be i 2 Φ j 2 e {1,..., μ} such that this submatrix involves the (ι 2 , j 2 ) or (J2J2) column of Λ, and the y 2 th row, but not the / 2 th row. Note that j 2 cannot be i τ or j v since this submatrix involves neither the /\th nor the y^th row of Λ. Continuing in this vein, we conclude that there are 
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To verify that iy-i^Λ) D E 9 note that if i l9 ..., i μ _ l9 j l9 ..., j μ _ λ are as described then the (μ -1) X (μ -1) submatrix of Λ which involves the y'^th row and (i k9 j k ) or (j k9 i k ) column \fk has determinant equal to It suffices, then, to show that id ® (f 2^r ) ^s injective for some r. Also, note that for each /, f 2 λo(*,) = Σ '(^i, Kj)
By the proposition, there must be i l9 ...,/ μ _ l9 j\ 9 ...,j μ -ι with Λ» > Λ-i P airwise distinct, i^ £ {Λ,..., y^x} Vfc, and /(^, # Λ ) # 0 (modulo charP) \/k. We claim that id ® (^2^^) ^s iπjective; by Lemma (2.7), it suffices to show that if M is the matrix representing £ 2 λ 0 with respect to the bases {x t } and {z,}, then the submatrix N obtained from M by deleting its /\th row and column has γ P *(l ® detN) Φ 0; or equivalently, that if p = charP then det N ψ 0 (modulo/?). For 2 < m < μ, let N m be the submatrix of M obtained by deleting its /\th row and column, and its y'^th row and column for k > m. (In ,tj -1,...,fy -1) ). Proceeding inductively, suppose m > 2 and det N m Φ 0 (modulo (/>, t Jmi -1,..., / <4 _ i -1)). Note that Kj(l -tj)) -dctN m (modulo ( ίjL -l) ), and since i m & {j m9 ..., y μ _i}, the former factor is not congruent to zero modulo (p,t Jm -l,... f t Jμi -1), so
We conclude that N = N μ has detiV#O (modulo (^,^^-1)), so certainly det N Φ 0 (modulo/?). Alternatively, an inductive argument using Torres' second relation [15] can be used to show that the Alexander polynomial Δ of L has υ{y P *{\ ® Δ)) = μ -2. Since 
Suppose z e H s _ λ (P ® Z Z 3 ) and y e H S (P <8> z 7 μ ) have
Since (id ® f 3 )(z) and (id 0 λ μ )(j>) are homogeneous elements of P <8> z Z 2 , it follows from Proposition (2.1) that (id ® £ 3 )(z) = (id <8> λ μ )(^), and hence that (id <8> (f 2 λ μ ))(j;) = 0. By Corollary Since the sum of the rows of Λ is 0, its elementary ideals are unchanged by the removal of any one of its rows. The matrix representing λ μ (that is, the matrix obtained from Λ by removing its last row) must then be a matrix of integers with E^-\^ = Z, so considering it as a matrix with entries from ZH, it has E^-^ = Z/J. By Lemma (2.7), then, λ μ is a split monomorphism of Z/f-modules, and hence id <8> X^ is a split monomorphism of Pϋ-modules. It follows that gr(id Θ λ ): gr(P <£> z Y μ ) -> gr(P<8> z Z 2 ) is a split monomorphism of graded gr(Pi/)-modules, so gr 5 (id <8> λ μ )(gr s (P ® z 7 μ )) = gr 5 
for q > 2 (as we noted at the beginning of this section), to complete the proof of (b) => (c) it suffices to show that when (b) holds, gr(Z? Λ ) = gr(5 L ). This isomorphism actually exists under a slightly weaker hypothesis, as we shall see in Proposition (3.8).
LEMMA (3.7) . IfE^-i^A) Φ 0, then m(v μ {Ϋ μ )) = in(λ μ (7 μ )) c gr(Z 2 ) = gr(Z 2 ).
Proof. Note that we are identifying gr(Z 2 ) and gr(Z 2 ) via the isomorphism induced by the inclusion Z 2 c Z 2 .
By Lemma (2.3), Proof. We assert that m« v f 3 >(7 μ θ Z 3 )) = in(^μ(7 μ )) + in(f 3 (Z 3 )). Obviously the former contains the latter, so to verify this equality it suffices to show that whenever y e Y^ and z e Z 3 have v{v μ (y) + f 3 (z)) = s, there are v μ (y')J 3 (z') e (IH)° • Z 2 with^ in(v μ (y) + f 3 (z)) = in(^(/) + f 3 (z')) If either of y μ (y), ξ 3 (z) is in (/#)* Z 2 , then both are, and we may take y = y' and z = z'. If neither is, then we must have v = v(v μ (y)) = u(f 3 (z)) < ί and in(^( j)) = -in(f 3 (z)). By Lemma (3.7), then, in(£ 3 (z}) e in^X^)). By Corollary (3.5) (with P = Z), this implies that in(^3(z)) = 0, an impossibility since υ(f 3 (z)) < oo.
Having verified our assertion, we may cite Lemma (2.3), Proposition (2.4), and Lemma (3.7) to verify that for every s > 0,
The isomoφhism of the statement follows immediately, since gr(5j = gr(Z 2 )/in((^,? 3 )(y μ Φ Z 3 )) and gr(2? Λ ) = gr(Z 2 )/in((λ μ ,f 3 )(7 tι Φ Z 3 )). D Proposition (3.8) completes our proof of the fact that condition (b) of Theorem 1 implies condition (c). As we noted in the introduction, the implication (a) =* (b) and the equivalence (c) <=> (d) follow from the work of K.-T. Chen [3] and T. Maeda [8] ; since (a) is simply a special case of (d), we may now conclude that each of (a), (b), (c), and (d) is equivalent to any other.
Before proceeding to consider (e), we present another condition equivalent to those of Theorem 1. To motivate this condition, note that by [16, Corollary (4.5) ] the completion B L of the Alexander invariant has the property that its elementary ideal J E f (M -i ) _ 1 ( J β L ) is contained in IH. Since a Z/f-module generated by some k of its elements must have E k = ZH [12 Proof. (We actually prove that this condition is equivalent to (b).)
First, suppose that B L can be generated by some i^1) of its elements. Conversely, suppose (b) holds. Let Λ^ and Jf μ be the matrices obtained from Λ and Jf by deleting the last row of each. Since the sum of the rows of Λ is zero, (b) implies that is^-i^A^) = Z too. Since ε{JT) =j\^ ε(Λp = Λ^ and so εE^-i^JQ = Z\ thus E^-i^JΓ) is an ideal of ZH which contains some element whose image under ε is 1. If we identify ZH with the power series ring Z[[u v ..., u μ ]] (as discussed in §2), this element will be a power series whose constant term is 1; a well-known property of the power series ring is that such an element must be a unit. Thus 2s ( μ-i ) (Λ / p must be all of ZH, so by Lemma (2.7), the map v : Ϋ -> Z 2 must be a split monomorphism, since it is represented by the matrix Jf μ . It follows immediately from this and the exactness of 
Proof that (e) <=> (a)
. We will re-phrase the assertion that statements (e) and (a) of Theorem 1 are equivalent as follows: PROPOSITION 
